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September 27:  had brought a Ramage press and a small quantity of type over from England and 
had established himself in Boston, with as apprentice his younger half-brother Benjamin Franklin. He had, 
however, made some criticisms of the conduct of public affairs that had brought him into disfavor with the 
Massachusetts authorities, and young Ben had run away to Philadelphia. Finally, in constant fear of arrest, 
James had allowed himself to be persuaded by another Franklin brother, John, a resident of , 

, to remove thither. He had been publishing books and pamphlets. On this day the first issue 
of his new newspaper appeared, the Rhode Island Gazette, 4th newspaper in New England but the 1st in Rhode 
Island. It was on 8 1/2 by 12 inch sheets and the logo stated that it was “Newport, Rhode-Island: Printed and 
sold by James Franklin at his Printing-House under the Town-School-House, where Advertisements and 
Letters to the Author are taken in.” The last issue would be dated May 24, 1733, and there would be 
interruptions within that seven months.
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Electric Walden: This is a new thing, a transcluded contexture. "Transclusion" distributes updates/elaborations instantly throughout the entire database. "Hypercontext" buttons prevent your getting lost in cyberspace.
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Bearing in mind that this is America, "where everything belongs," the primary intent of such a notice is to prevent some person or corporate entity from misappropriating the materials and sequestering them as property for censorship or for profit.
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This illustration was prepared, by E. Wood Perry, to depict the apprentice Benjamin Franklin hard at work at his half-brother James Franklin’s press in Boston, Massachusetts, but might equally well be used to depict James Franklin or his son James Franklin hard at work on this same press after it had been relocated to Newport, Rhode Island.




